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It is well known (Shockley and Read; 1952) that

tha statistics for the recombination of electrons and holes

in semiconductors by single-electron processes via

localized statesleads to a recombination rate per unit volume

np - ni  (I2
U:: - nn -)~pp )

re : I nd p, are electron and hole concentrations

.-s spectively when the Fermi level is at the trap level. n

rd are steady-state lifetimes of the minority carriers

p -type and n-type material respectively. If the four

3 i,,iblo Auger effects which involve the localized state are

i~ken into accotunt one arrives again at (1)' except that

and T, are replaced by T* and -p (Evans and Landsberk,

:.<63), The interpretation of the Ts as steady-state

Lifetimes of the minority carriers remains valid. However,

t-he T's depend now on the carrier concentrations:

N/T4 T + T n + Top (2)

T S + T (3)

1. s± ind T2 are mass-action constants for the Shoekle

processes and the other four Ts apply to the Auger effects.

1- is he concentration of recombination centres.

Some striking experiments on the lifetimes of

f i.J.-aorty carriers in heavily-doped germanium have been

L ;blished by Kurpova and Kalashnikov (1962). These authors

C. nd concentration-dependent lifetimes in samples cut from
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correcting because of certain overlap integrals which ought

to be included: and because of certain approximations made

in integrating over electron and hole distributions. The

first correction tends to reduce (5) while the second tends

to increase it. If one includes only the second correction

the theoretical value of T becomes 2.32 x lO-27cm6sec- l and
3

is smaller than the empirical one given by (4) only by a

factor of 4.3. There is* of course, an additional uncertainty

regarding the value of the effective mass one cught to use in (5)

To obtain (5) the centre is regarded as hydrogen-like

with an ionisation energy related to the conduction band. If

the ionisation energy is related to the valence bnd'of -

a different formula is obtained, but it yields only a slightly

different value of T. for this case.

If one interprets the 0.26 eV level as corresponding

to a doubly negatively charged ion before hole capture, one

finds from the work of Hashovets (195, an independent empirical

value of S 20 x 10-1O cm3 see- . There is' therefore,

adequate independent evidence thaft the order of magnitude of

the constants (4) is correct.

This is particularly interesting as it seems to

furnish the first empirical estimate of T The reasoDable3.
agreement with a theory leading to (5), based on hydrogen-like

wave functions makes it desirable to develop this approach

further. This will be done in a futiure communication

(Landsberg' ahys-Roberts and Lal 1963). In this paper the
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the corrections to equation (5), which have been mentioned

above, are discussed in detail, and the theory of the mass-

action constants TI,...T 4 is presented in a unified manner.

This theory deals also with the case when recombination or

impact ionisation involves an excited state, rather than the

ground state, of the recombination centre.
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